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We prove a convergence criterion for transformations to PoincareDulac normal
form that involves the centralizer of the given vector eld. ' 2000 Academic Press
Since they were introduced by Poincare and Dulac (and by Birkhoff for
Hamiltonian systems), normal forms have proven to be a valuable tool in
the local theory of ordinary differential equations. In many cases it turns
out that a partial normal form (up to some nite degree in the Taylor
expansion) is sufcient to provide an understanding of the structure of the
solutions near a stationary point. Some problems, however, for instance the
local analytic classication of vector elds, lead to the question whether a
convergent transformation to normal form exists for a given vector eld. It
is known that often such a convergent transformation does not exist, and
results by Bruno [2] indicate that convergence is indeed a rare phenomenon
as soon as the normal form is not just equal to the linear part. (We will
use this paper and the book [3] by Bruno as a basic reference.) In recent
years, it has turned out that the question of convergence is closely related
to the question of the existence of nontrivial innitesimal symmetries for
the given vector eld. In fact, for two-dimensional systems it follows from
results of Markhashov [11] and Bruno and Walcher [4] that there is a con-
vergent transformation to normal form if and only if there is a nontrivial
innitesimal symmetry. Cicogna [5, 6] extended parts of this result to higher
dimension. Ito [9, 10] proved convergence in the case of certain Hamilto-
nian systems under the assumption that there are sufciently many integrals
(in other words, sufciently many canonical innitesimal symmetries). For
a survey of these and other results, see the paper [7] by Cicogna and Gaeta.
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In the present paper we present a generalization of Cicogna’s theo-
rem [5], and moreover we show that the technical hypotheses necessary
to apply this result are accessible to computational verication for several
interesting classes of vector elds.
Let us x some notation. By K we will always denote the eld of real or
complex numbers, and we will consider analytic functions and vector elds
on an open and nonempty subset of Kn. (The integer n will always indicate
the dimension of the underlying space.) If f is an analytic vector eld, and
φ an analytic function on U ⊆ Kn, then the Lie derivative Lf φ is dened
by Lf φx x= Dφxf x. The Lie bracket of two vector elds f , g is
dened by f; gx x= Dgxf x −Df xgx, which corresponds to the
commutator of the derivations Lf , Lg. The centralizer Cf  of a given vec-
tor eld on U is by denition the set of all vector elds g on U such that
f; g = 0. We will also use these notions for germs of analytic functions
and vector elds in the neighborhood of some point, and for formal power
series. (Throughout this article Cforf , resp. Canf , will denote those for-
mal power series, resp. those convergent power series vector elds, that
commute with a given vector eld f .) The elements of the centralizer of f
are also called innitesimal symmetries of f , since each of them generates
a local one-parameter group of symmetries of x˙ = f x; see, for instance,
Cicogna and Gaeta [7].
We will be interested in power series with vanishing constant term, or, in
other words, in vector elds near a stationary point (which may be taken
as 0). Thus let f be a vector eld satisfying f 0 = 0, with Taylor expansion
f = B +X
j≥2
fj;
with B linear and fj a homogeneous polynomial of degree j, for each j ≥ 2.
Moreover, let B = Bs +Bn be the decomposition into semisimple and nilpo-
tent part. It is said that f is in (PoincareDulac) normal form if Bs; f  = 0.
Thus analytic vector elds in normal form (with Bs 6= 0) always have a non-
trivial analytic centralizer. (In case f = Bs, note that id; f  = 0.)
Given a formal power series f , it is known that there is a formal power
series
f ∗ = B +X
j≥2
f ∗j
and an invertible formal power series 8x = x + · · · such that 8 is
solution-preserving from x˙ = f ∗x to x˙ = f x. (Thus the identity
D8xf ∗x = f 8x is satised.) In this situation we will say that 8
transforms f to normal form. If f is the Taylor series of a local ana-
lytic function, then there may not exist a convergent transformation 8
(i.e., a series with nonempty open domain of convergence) of f to normal
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form. Convergence and divergence questions were investigated in depth by
Bruno [2]; we will follow the presentation given in his book [3].
Bruno introduced two conditions, which he called Condition A and Con-
dition ω. Condition ω is a weak arithmetic condition on the eigenvalues
of B, which relaxes a condition given earlier by Siegel [13], and is satised
by almost all (in the Lebesgue sense) n-tuples of eigenvalues.
Condition A is a strong condition on the normal form: a vector eld f
satises Condition A if some normal form f ∗ of f is of type f ∗ = µ · Bs,
with some scalar power series µ. This slightly relaxes the condition f ∗ = Bs
discussed earlier by Pliss [12]. With regard to this denition, one should
note that whenever one normal form satises f ∗ = µ · Bs for some µ, then
so will any other normal form. (This follows, for instance, as an application
of [15, Proposition 1.5], where solution-preserving maps between vector
elds in normal form are characterized.) We note that this is the version
of Condition A given in the book [3], which is a little more restrictive
than what was discussed in [2]. But this will be sufcient for our purposes.
The condition is strong only in the case where the eigenvalues of B are
resonant (otherwise it is trivially satised), but of course in our context this
is the case of primary interest.
Bruno’s convergence theorem states: If the analytic vector eld f satises
both Condition A and Condition ω, then there exists a convergent transfor-
mation of f to normal form. Moreover, Bruno showed that a slightly weaker
version of Condition A (see [2]) is also necessary for convergence, in the
following sense: If a convergent vector eld f ∗ in normal form does not sat-
isfy this weaker condition, then there is a convergent series f such that f ∗ is
a normal form of f but there exists no convergent transformation of f to
(any) normal form. (Matters are similar with respect to Condition ω.)
From a general point of view, this more or less settles the convergence is-
sue. But Bruno’s results do not address (and are not readily applicable to)
the question whether a given analytic vector eld f admits a convergent
transformation to normal form. With respect to this problem, the central-
izers of a vector eld and its normal form play an important role.
Let us introduce some more notation. If 8 is a formal power series trans-
formation with invertible derivative D80 (thus 8 is invertible), and g is
a formal power series vector eld with g0 = 0, then dene
g8x x= D8x−1g8x:
By construction, 8 is solution-preserving from x˙ = g8x to x˙ = gx. The
map g 7→ g8 is clearly linear and injective, and furthermore it respects the
Lie bracket.
Now suppose that f is analytic, and the formal power series 8x =
x+ · · · is solution-preserving from the formal equation x˙ = f ∗x in normal
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form to x˙ = f x. Then g 7→ g8 denes a monomorphism from the Lie
algebra Canf  to Cforf ∗.
Theorem 1. Suppose that B satises Condition ω.
(a) If the normalizing transformation 8 induces an isomorphism from
Canf  to Cforf ∗, then there is a convergent transformation of f to normal
form.
(b) In particular, if there is some positive integer l such that
dim Canf  ≥ l and dim Cforf ∗ = l;
then there is a convergent transformation to normal form.
Proof. It is sufcient to prove the rst part. The hypothesis implies that
for Bs ∈ Cforf ∗, there is an element g ∈ Canf  such that g8 = Bs. Since
D80 = id, one has g = Bs + · · · ; whence 8 is a transformation of g
to normal form Bs, and this normal form satises Condition A (and even
the stronger condition given by Pliss [12]). Therefore, there is a convergent
power series 9x = x+ · · · such that g9 = Bs. Now g; f  = 0 implies
0 = g; f 9 = g9; f9 = Bs; f9;
and this shows that f9 is in normal form.
Obviously, Cforf ∗ and Cforf  have the same dimension, but from a
computational point of view the former may be easier to determine. It is
unlikely that part (a) of the theorem can be sharpened to an equivalence,
since Cforf  may properly contain Canf  in certain cases. The restriction
concerning Condition ω can be relaxed, as the following shows.
Addendum. The conclusion of the theorem also holds if there is
a linear semisimple B# such that CforBs = CforB# and B# satises
Condition ω. (In particular, Bs and B# commute.)
To verify this, just check the proof. The following example shows that
this addendum can be useful.
Example 1. If the eigenvalues of B = diagλ1; : : : ; λn are nonresonant
in the sense that
P
miλi − λj 6= 0 for all tuples of nonnegative integers mi
such that
P
mi ≥ 2 and for all j, and moreover if dim Canf  = n, then
there is a convergent transformation of f to normal form.
In this case any normal form is just f ∗ = B, and CforB consists of
all linear maps commuting with B. Choose B# = diagµ1; : : : ; µn with
eigenvalues linearly independent over the rationals that satisfy Condition ω.
(This argument is a variant of Bambusi et al. [1]. In fact, we see that in the
nonresonant case there is a convergent transformation to normal form if
and only if dim Canf  = n.)
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There remains the question of how the hypotheses of Theorem 1 can
actually be veried in nontrivial circumstances. Let us rst emphasize that
this is a structural theorem whose primary purpose is to elucidate what con-
ditions ensure convergence, and that it is not realistic to expect that all the
hypotheses can be veried by a nite computation. In particular, the ex-
istence of nontrivial elements in Canf  cannot, in general, be decided by
an algorithmic approach. Thus, the existence of sufciently many elements
in the analytic centralizer must, in general, be known a priori. (Note that
the situation is similar for the question of integrability of Hamiltonian sys-
tems.) However, things are (and should be) different when it comes to the
condition on the formal centralizer of a normal form. Here we will see that
in many cases the dimension of this centralizer can be determined from
the rst few terms of the series. Thus, this dimension can be determined
from the vector eld f with nitely many computation steps (including the
computation of the rst few terms of a normal form).
We recall the useful fact that Cforf ∗ ⊆ CforBs; see, for instance, [15].
This may help in reducing the necessary computations.
Now let f ∗ = B + · · · be in normal form. The fact that Bs is contained
in the centralizer of f ∗ may imply the existence of other linear centralizer
elements. With no loss of generality, let Bs = diagλ1; : : : ; λn, and let
λ1; : : : ; λd be a basis of the vector space Qλ1 + · · · +Qλn over the eld Q
of rational numbers. (We will assume this for the remainder of the paper.)
Then there are diagonal matrices D1; : : : ;Dd with rational entries such
that Bs = λ1D1 + · · ·λdDd, and moreover Bs; g = 0 if and only if all
Dj; g = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ d. (This follows immediately from the fact that the
resonance conditions are linear, with integer coefcients.) Thus the linear
elements in Cforf ∗ form a subspace of dimension ≥ d.
Now let us call a homogeneous polynomial h ∈ CforBs, of degreem ≥ 2,
rigid if the following conditions are satised:
(i) If C ∈ CforBs is linear and C;h = 0, then C is a linear com-
bination of D1; : : : ;Dd.
(ii) If q ∈ CforBs is a homogeneous polynomial of degree ≥ 2 such
that q; h = 0, then q ∈ K · h.
With these notions we can prove the following criterion.
Theorem 2. Let B be semisimple and r ≥ 2 such that CforB con-
tains no nonzero homogeneous polynomial whose degree is greater than 1
and smaller than r. Furthermore, let f ∗ = B + f ∗r + · · · be in normal form,
and assume that Cforf ∗ contains only elements with zero constant term, and
that f ∗r is rigid. Then Cforf ∗ is spanned by D1; : : : ;Dd and f ∗. In particular,
dim Cforf ∗ = d + 1.
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Proof. Denote the vector space spanned by D1; : : : ;Dq and f ∗ by L .
For g = C + gr + · · · in the centralizer of f ∗, we have to show that g ∈ L .
Evaluating terms of degree 1, resp. r, in the relation f ∗; g = 0 yields
B;C = 0, resp. B; gr + f ∗r ; C = 0. Since B is semisimple, we have
B; gr = 0, hence f ∗r ; C = 0, and rigidity implies that C ∈
P
KDj ⊆ L .
Thus we may assume that g = gt + · · · ; with gt homogeneous of degree
t ≥ r. Now f ∗; g = 0 yields in particular f ∗r ; gt = 0. By rigidity, gt 6= 0
implies t = r and gr = αf ∗r with some nonzero scalar α.
Now g˜ x= g − αf ∗ − B ∈ Cforf ∗, and its series expansion contains no
nonzero terms of degree ≤ r. The above argument shows that g˜ = 0, and
thus g ∈ L .
Remarks. (i) The condition on Cforf ∗ to contain only elements
with zero constant term is not particularly restrictive. It is automatically
satised whenever B is invertible. For noninvertible B, one has r = 2, since
any vector eld of the form µ · C, with C linear and commuting with B,
and µ a nonzero linear form such that µ ◦ B = 0, lies in Cforf ∗, and it is
easy to see that for generic f ∗2 , the vector eld B + f ∗2 + · · · satises the
condition.
(ii) If the conclusion of the theorem holds for some normal form
of the analytic vector eld f , then there is a convergent transformation
of f to normal form if and only if dim Canf  = d + 1. To prove the re-
verse direction, note that for convergent f ∗ the elements of L are clearly
in Canf ∗.
(iii) A similar concept and argument is used by Cicogna in [6, Theo-
rem 1], with applications in a somewhat different range. Another difference
is that the result given here allows one to work with a nite portion of the
normal form.
It remains to be shown that the criterion of Theorem 2 is indeed useful,
in other words, that the rigidity condition can actually be veried. We will
show this for several classes of examples.
Example 2. The simple resonance case. Let λ1; : : : ; λn be com-
plex numbers with the following property: There are nonnegative integers
s1; : : : ; sn, not all of them zero, such that s1λ1 + · · · + snλn = 0, and when-
ever m1; : : : ;mn are nonnegative integers such that
P
miλi − λj = 0 for
some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then m1; : : : ;mj − 1; : : : ;mn = k · s1; : : : ; sn for
some nonnegative integer k.
Now let B x= diagλ1; : : : ; λn. Then B = Bs and the elements of CforB
are exactly the vector elds that can be written asX
l≥0
ρlCl; with ρx x= xs11 : : : xsnn ;
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and all Cl diagonal matrices. Moreover, one has d = n − 1 in this case,
and D1; : : : ;Dn−1 are linearly independent diagonal matrices that admit
the rst integral ρ. Conversely, every diagonal matrix C which admits the
rst integral ρ is a linear combination of D1; : : : ;Dn−1.
Now let f ∗ = B + ρB1 + · · · ; with B1 such that LB1ρ 6= 0. Then the
rigidity hypothesis is satised for ρB1. Indeed, if C is linear and commutes
with B, then C is diagonal. If 0 = ρB1; C = LCρB1, then LCρ = 0,
whence C is a linear combination of the Dj . Furthermore, let r > 0 and
Cr 6= 0 a diagonal matrix such that
0 = ρB1; ρrCr = ρ · rρr−1LB1ρCr − ρr · LCr ρB1: ∗
Since B1 and Cr are diagonal, one has LB1ρ = αρ for some α 6= 0 and
LCr ρ = βρ for some β. Substituting this in Eq. ∗ yields rαCr − βB1 =
0, whence β 6= 0 and LCr = β/rα · LB1 . Now the equality LCr ρ =β/αLB1ρ 6= 0 shows that r = 1 and Cr = β/αB1, and we have shown
that the formal centralizer of f ∗ has dimension n.
Example 3. Let n = 2k even and B = diagω1;−ω1; : : : ; ωk;−ωk,
with ω1; : : : ; ωk linearly independent over the rational numbers Q. The
algebra of polynomial rst integrals of B is generated by φ1x x=
x1x2; : : : ; φkx x= x2k−1x2k. In this case one has d = k, and, for example,
D1 = diag1;−1; 0; : : : ; 0; : : : ;Dk = diag0; : : : ; 0; 1;−1. Moreover, a
diagonal matrix is a linear combination of D1; : : : ;Dk if and only if it ad-
mits the rst integrals φ1; : : : ; φk. Every element of CforB can be written
in the form
P
ρlCl, with each ρl a homogeneous polynomial rst integral
of B (of even degree if it is nonzero), and Cl a diagonal matrix.
Now let B1 be diagonal with the additional property that it admits
no nonconstant homogeneous rational rst integral (this condition can
be satised by a suitable generic choice of the eigenvalues), and fur-
thermore let σ x= α1φ1 + · · · + αkφk, with nonzero numbers α1; : : : ; αk.
Then σB1 is rigid, hence the formal centralizer of f ∗ = B + σB1 + · · · has
dimension k+ 1.
To verify this, let the linear map C commute with B (thus C is diagonal).
Then C;σB1 = 0 implies LCσ = 0, and this is equivalent to LCφj = 0
for all j, whence C is a linear combination of the Dj . Furthermore, if τ 6= 0
is a homogeneous polynomial rst integral of B and C is a diagonal matrix
such that
0 = σB1; τC = σLB1τC − τLCσB1;
then necessarily C = µB1 for some nonzero scalar µ, and hence σLB1τ −
τLB1σ = 0. This implies that σ/τ is a rational rst integral of B1, and
therefore constant. We have shown rigidity.
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Note that checking the rst condition for rigidity basically reduces to
solving a system of linear equations for the coefcients of the linear cen-
tralizer elements. Condition (ii), on the other hand, is generally harder to
verify since it involves homogeneous polynomial vector elds of arbitrarily
high degree. We quote the following result to show how it can be veried
for a class of homogeneous polynomial vector elds.
Proposition (see [14]). Let h be a homogeneous polynomial vector eld
of degree m ≥ 2, and c an idempotent of h, thus c 6= 0 and hc = c.
(Homogeneity then implies that c is an eigenvector of the derivative Dhc,
with eigenvalue m.)
If the eigenvalues µ1 = m;µ2; : : : ; µn of Dhc are linearly independent
over the rational number eld Q, then h has the following property: If q is
homogeneous of degree r ≥ 2 and q; h = 0, then q ∈ K · h.
In the space of (complex) homogeneous polynomial vector elds of a
xed degree m ≥ 2, the hypothesis of the Proposition is satised by most
vector elds (in the Lebesgue sense). If h is contained in the centralizer of a
semisimple linear map B, however, then h has an idempotent satisfying the
hypothesis of this Proposition only if B has eigenvalue zero; see [14]. This
limits the applicability of the result in this context. But there are interesting
nontrivial cases where it works.
Example 4. Let B = Bs = diag1;−1; 0. Then for a vector eld f ∗ =







If α3 6= 0, then c x= α−13 · 0; 0; 1t is an idempotent, and
Df ∗2 c =
0B@α1/α3 0 00 α2/α3 0
0 0 2
1CA :
So the eigenvalue condition of the Proposition can be satised for suitable
choice of the αi. Furthermore, if C ∈ CB is linear, then necessarily C =





α4ν1 + ν2 − ν3x1x2 + α3ν3x23
1CA :
Thus C; f ∗2  = 0 forces ν3 = 0 and ν1 + ν2 = 0 whenever α1 6= 0 and α4 6= 0
(or α2 6= 0 and α4 6= 0), hence C is a multiple of B.
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It is now easy to verify that all the conditions of Theorem 2 are satised
for a generic vector eld B + f ∗2 + · · · in normal form.
The examples provide several classes of vector elds for which Theorem 1
is applicable to ensure the existence of a convergent normalizing transfor-
mation, provided that the analytic centralizer of these vector elds has big
enough dimension, and provided that the linear part satises Condition ω.
In the last example (with B = diag1;−1; 0), this condition is automat-
ically satised. Concerning the second and third examples, one may use
the addendum to Theorem 1 and still obtain the existence of a convergent
transformation. For instance, take a three-dimensional system correspond-
ing to the case s1 = s2 = s3 = 1 in Example 2. Then the addendum to
Theorem 1 can be used with B# = diag1; ζ; ζ2, with ζ = 1/2−1+ i√3
a primitive third root of unity. (It is easy to see that for nonnegative in-
tegers m1;m2;m3, one has m1 · 1+m2 · ζ +m3 · ζ2 ≥ 1/2 whenever this
sum is nonzero. This implies Condition ω.) In the situation of Example 3,
in dimension 4 one may take B# = diag1;−1; i;−i, which clearly satises
Condition ω. Thus it appears that the range of applicability of these results
is not seriously limited by small denominator problems.
There remains the open problem whether the condition given in the
addendum to Theorem 1 can always be satised. The decomposition Bs =
λ1D1 + · · · + λdDd used earlier indicates that this may also be seen as a
convergence problem for a simultaneous normal form transformation of a
commuting family of vector elds. Some recent results by Gramchev and
Yoshino [8] are relevant in this respect.
The other (obvious) open problem is whether a generic vector eld f ∗
in normal form always satises dim Cforf ∗ = d + 1 (with the notation
from Theorem 2). This seems likely, but the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is
not always satised, and a proof in the general case seems to be much
more complicated.
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